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This feeling made the goose bumps all over his body stand up!
Immediately afterwards, almost instantaneously, he ran forward, the speed
was almost to the extreme, at the same time, he looked back, and suddenly
saw a scene that shocked him.
It turned out that what appeared behind him was an extremely huge canine
animal, with its teeth and claws outstretched, and it looked terrifying, and
the most frightening thing was that the size of this animal was bigger than
the elephants on the earth. Huge and extremely keen! ! !
Lin Ziming had never seen such a huge animal… and the movements were
so fast, it was incredible.
However, Lin Ziming recovered his calm in an instant. Although the threat
of this giant wolf was great, as long as he reacted, there would still be no
threat to him.
After Lin Ziming waited for the giant wolf to pounce, he dodged the
opponent’s culling for the first time, then kicked it directly and hit the
wolf’s head hard. Suddenly, there was a loud bang, accompanied by a stern
sound. Scream.
This wolf, which was bigger than the sound, was kicked by Lin Ziming and
flew out, hitting a big tree with a diameter of more than five meters nearby.
Just now Lin Ziming’s kick used 80% of his power, and even a tank made of
steel had to be kicked to fall apart!
However, this giant wolf was not dead, just a scream, when he looked at Lin
Ziming, there was no longer the ferocity in his eyes, but it turned into fear
and doubt. It seemed to be wise. I couldn’t understand why the seemingly
small creature in front of him could cause such a huge damage to him.
He made two sounds of “Woo” and “Woo”, and then ran away without
looking back.
Lin Ziming was very surprised. He knew just how powerful his kick was.
Originally, he thought he would definitely be able to kick this giant wolf to
death with one kick, but the opponent was only injured and could escape. ,
This shows that the vitality of this giant wolf is very powerful, far
surpassing all the animals on the earth.
And the most amazing thing is that just now he saw the spiritual wisdom
from the eyes of this giant wolf, indicating that this giant wolf has a certain
intelligence quotient, not a pure cold-blooded animal, which is very
interesting.
It just so happened that after Lin Ziming came here, his physical exertion
was more severe than on earth. At this moment, he already felt a little
hungry, so of course he would not let this giant wolf escape.
He moved directly and chased the giant wolf.
The speed of the giant wolf was already fast enough, at least three hundred
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yards per hour, but Lin Ziming was caught up with it all at once.
“Do you want to run after you attacked?”
Lin Ziming appeared in front of the giant wolf the next moment, and smiled
with a smile.
When the giant wolf saw him, he made a human-like expression of horror,
his eyes widened, and he turned and ran in the other direction. Lin Ziming
felt his fear and regret at this time.
Lin Ziming smiled, and then continued to catch up. He immediately caught
up with the giant wolf, jumped and jumped onto the giant wolf’s body, and
hit its head with a punch!
With a bang, the giant wolf screamed sternly, and then its fast-running body
crashed down.
Just died.
Lin Ziming got down from it, as if only doing a trivial thing.
At this moment, his gaze, intentionally or unintentionally, glanced at a
certain place…
And said lightly: “Come out.”
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